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Guidelines for students

¦ Dekabristov str., 32, Academic building

¦ Klyuchevskaya str., 5A, Library, Dormitory

¦ Akademika Bardina, 38A, Dental clinic

¦ Tokarey str., 31, Dormitory

¦ Klyuchevskaya str., 7, Academic building

¦ Repina street, 3. Main academic building, student canteen

¦ Klyuchevskaya str., 5, Academic building, Central research laboratory and Dormitory

¦ Nachdiva Onufrieva str., 20A, Academic building, student canteen

¦ Anri Barbyusa str., 2, Dormitory

¦ Tokarey str., 29A, Dental clinic, Dormitory

ADDRESSES OF UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS

¦ Klyuchevskaya str., 17, Academic building, student canteen

¦ Lenin Avenue, 16, Academic building



MIGRATION AND VISA RULES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

•Original of identity document (passport)
•Copy of identity document (all pages, 
containing information about you)

•Copy of original of migration card with 
border crossing mark

All foreign citizens entering our country are 
subject to the migration registration. We will 
not be in position to ensure your migration 
registration if you don’t submit your 
migration card with the mark of the passport 
control ofcer stating your crossing over the 
Russian Federation state border.

Documents which you must have for the 
initial migration registration:

•Original of migration card with border 
crossing mark

Upon your arrival at the University you must 
immediately , within 1 working day, visit the 
International Education Ofce (Repina str., 
3) and submit all the documents required for 
the initial migration registration

•Copy of single-entry visa



MIGRATION AND VISA RULES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

• Valid international passport (original) and copies of all pages with 
stamps;

You should submit all the documents to the International Education 
Ofce (Repina str., 3)

• Arrival notication of a foreign citizen (registration) + its copy;

Application form:

• State payment (duty) for a visa of multiple entry;

• Copy of dormitory contract (where available).

You may stay in the Russian Federation as long as your single-entry 
visa is valid. For you to be able to continue studying you should 
extend the period of your stay before the expiration of your visa and 
obtain a visa a month before the expiration of the previous one.

• 1 photo 3*4 cm (black and white, matte);

• Copy of Education contract;

• HIV Certicate (better to do at Yasnaya 46);

• Migration card + its copy;



MIGRATION AND VISA RULES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

1. National passport with the valid visa;

    FMS regional ofce certifying the migration 

3. Tear-off part of the notice form of arrival to 

2. Migration card with the border crossing 
mark;

    the Russian Federation with the mark of 

    registration.
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USEFUL INFORMATION/Money

You can pay with your credit card in the majority 

of big shops, cafes, grocery stores.

The most abundant ATMs are those belonging to 

the Sberbank. They are painted in green color. 

Ekaterinburg’s banking system complies with most 

international standards. Credit/debit cards are 

commonly used for transactions. However, cash is 

generally preferred in retail, small trading and 

catering points and taxis.

If you want to change money there are a few 

bank branches near your dorm.



USEFUL INFORMATION/Mobile communications

Only GSM cellular networks are used in Russia. We suggest you to buy a 
local SIM-card shortly after arrival.



USEFUL INFORMATION/Getting around

Operational hours of most public 
transport are from 6.30 am to 
11.00 pm. If travelling by bus, try 
not to wait at bus stops alone. Ask 
someone to meet you at the stop 
if you are travelling late and have 
a long way to walk.

Prices: all types of public transport 
- 28 rubles, excluding metro – 32 
rubles.

In the trolleys , buses and trams 
you have to buy a paper ticket for 
a current ride from a conductor. 

 There are buses, trolleys, trams 
and minibuses and metro.

A fee is xed and not dependent 
on travel distance or time.



DON'T’S

x Keep pets in the dormitory (cats, dogs, sh, birds, etc.);

x Possess and use rearms, knives, harmful weapons, ammunition, ammable, 

explosive, or toxic agents and any other items and materials in the dormitory, which 

may cause substantial harm to the health and safety of others living in the dormitory;

x Consume tobacco and other smoke merchandise regardless of the use device 

(cigarettes, pipes, hookah) in the dormitory and on the territory of the university;

x Appear in the dormitory under the inuence of intoxicants (in a state of alcoholic, 

narcotic and other toxic intoxication);

x Make excessive noise between 11:00 PM and 7:00 AM, including the use of TV sets, 

radios, stereos and other amplied devices, to play musical instruments, sing, shout 

or to conduct other actions that disturb the peace and quiet time of other residents.

x Possess and use alcoholic beverages, illegal drugs or other substances;

x Give room keys or make duplicate keys;

x Use electrical heating devices in the rooms;



RECOMMENDATIONS TO FOLLOW IN EKATERINBURG

x It is prohibited to appear drunk in public;

x It is prohibited to smoke in public places, except for specically 
provided and furnished rooms;

x It is prohibited to drink alcohol in public places except bars or 
public catering organizations, where it is allowed to sell alcohol;

x It is not allowed to make noise on the street;

x Don’t walk late at night and in unfamiliar areas;

x Avoid deserted areas and badly lit streets. Run away if someone 
threatening approaches.

x Don’t count large amounts of money in public places;



Ekaterinburg on the map of Russia

Population. For January, 2019, the population of 
the Ural capital is 1 484 456 people.

Ekaterinburg is one of the largest cities of the 
Russian Federation. It is an administrative capital 
of the Sverdlovsk Region and the Ural Federal 
District. Nowadays the city is an important centre 
of industry, transport, nance, science and 
culture.

General information. The city was founded in 
1723 and is situated in the heart of the Eurasian 
continent, on the border of Europe and Asia and 
in the middle of the Ural Mountain Range. 
Geographical coordinates of the city are 56º 51' 
North latitude and 60º 36' East longitude. It is 
located on the eastern slope of the Ural 
Mountains along the Iset River (the tributary of 
the Tobol River).
Total area of Ekaterinburg is 491 square 
kilometers.
The city is at 1667 kilometers' distance away from 
Moscow and at 7635 kilometers' distance away 
from Vladivostok. The time zone of Ekaterinburg 
is UTC+6 (two hours ahead of Moscow and six 
hours ahead of Greenwich). A ight from 
Moscow to Ekaterinburg takes two hours, while a 
train trip takes 25 hours.

Climate. The city features a temperate 
continental climate with characteristic weather 
instability with brightly expressed seasons. 
Average temperature in January is -16ºC, in July - 
+18ºC. The Ural Mountains could not be called 
very high, nevertheless they block the way to air 
masses coming from the West (from the 
European part of the country). Due to its location 
the city is not protected from the arctic air and 
considerably cool air from the West Siberian 
Plain. However, warm air masses come here 
unhindered from the South. That is why both 
sharp temperature changes and weather 
anomalies are typical in Ekaterinburg. Weather 
can change from severe frosts to thaws in winter 
and from extreme heat to cold weather and 
rains in summer.



SIGHTS

United Museum of Writers of the Urals (Tolmachev 
Street, 41),

Ekaterinburg theaters:

“Kolyada-Theater”,

Ural Geological Museum (Kuibyshev Street, 39),

State Academic Opera and Ballet Theater,

Sverdlovsk Regional Museum of Local Lore (Malyshev 
Street, 46),

Academic Drama Theater,

Sverdlovsk Regional Fire-Technical Exhibition (Karl 
Liebknecht Street, 8),

The city and its outskirts have a lot of tourist attractions. 
There are over 600 monuments of history and culture 
in the city, 43 of them are of federal importance. In 
general, the city retained a large number of 
architectural monuments of the 19th century built in 
the classical style, as well as buildings in the style of 
constructivism of 1920s.
The city has about 50 different museums. The oldest 
museums are:

Ekaterinburg Museum of Fine Arts (Weiner Street, 11, 
and Voevodin Street, 5),

Military History Museum (Pervomayskaya Street, 27).

Academic Theater of Musical Comedy,

“Provincial dances” theater and others.

The Sverdlovsk Film Studio, opened in 1943, is the only 
studio in Russia outside Moscow and St. Petersburg 
making not only documentary, but also feature 
movies. In total, more than 200 feature lms, 100 
animated lms, and 1500 documentaries were lmed 
here. In 2005, a mockumentary “First on the Moon” 
won the Venice Film Festival prize.

Yekaterinburg Zoo, located within one block in the 
city center (an area of 2.5 hectares), has a rich 
collection consisting of more than 700 animals.
The Central Park of Culture and Rest named after 
Mayakovsky is the main city park, a popular place for 
holding mass events. The park has a variety of rides, a 
summer theater, a musical fountain, a children’s 
railway. heat to cold weather and rains in summer. 
Yekaterinburg State Circus named after V.I. Filatov is 
an entertainment facility with 2,600 seats offering a 
new circus program every year.

Theater for Young People,

Sverdlovsk State Philharmonic Society is one of the 
best Russian philharmonic with a 700 seats concert 
hall and an organ.

Puppet Theater,

Aqua Gallery is one of the largest in Russia exhibition 
of exotic sh. There are more than 40 aquariums, a 
pond with a sight glass and the rst underwater tunnel 
in the Urals.



SIGHTS

In 2011 according to the results of internet voting 
this monument is one of the top 10 Ekaterinburg 
sights. Ekaterinburg Opera and Ballet Theatre is 
one of the four federal musical theatres in 
Russia.The strategy of Ural Opera is while 
performing the most signicant classical works, 
to introduce the audience to the new 
compositions and names of composers, 
directors, artists on a regular basis. 

Border between Europe and Asia is one of the 
features of the Ural area. Our region is unique 
geographically, it is simultaneously in two parts 
of the world Europe and Asia, settling down at 
the same time on one continent. 

Keyboard Monument is an outdoor sculpture 
featuring the QWERTY/JCUKEN keyboard.The 
landmark depicts Man IBM PC compatible 
Cyrillic computer keyboard at 30:1 with 104 
concrete keys. Each regular key weighs 180 
pounds, while the space bar alone weighs 1,000 
pounds. Unofcially it’s the biggest Keyboard in 
the world.



SIGHTS

Aqua park Limpopo was opened in 2005. 
The temperature here is always +28 +30 
degrees. There are a lot of pools, 
waterslides of different levels, spa zone 
etc. Visiting Limpopo is a perfect way to 
relax and spend time extremely amazing.
The “Visotsky” observation deck – here 
you meet An open viewing platform on 
the 52nd oor – at an altitude of 186 
meters. You can see up to a distance of 
2 5  k m ,  t h e  h i s t o r i c a l  c e n t e r  o f 
Yekaterinburg, the Verkh-Isetsky pond, 
the Uktusky mountains, etc. It’s a perfect 
place to escape from daily routine and 
get unique emotions.
Botanic garden Uro RAN is a real green 
oasis in the center of Ekaterinburg. Here 
you can immerse into the atmosphere of 
exotic plants and owers, enjoy the 
beauty of Russian nature.



SIGHTS/Stenografa

Ekaterinburg is considered as a 
capital of street-art. International 
street-art festival «Stenografa» is 
an annual event of the rst July 
weekend in Ekaterinburg. During 
10 years of this festival there were 
a lot of street-art experiments in 
E k a t e r i n b u r g :  r o b o - p r i n t e r 
painted a mural on the sketch of 
the neuronet, the fence made 
the sounds from Rakhmaninov 
s y m p h o n i e s ,  e t c .  N o w 
Ekaterinburg is a lab, ready for 
experiments and breaking the 
laws of space and time.



SIGHTS

This monument to the Beatles in the city of Yekaterinburg in central Russia may seem out of 
place, but they were so popular in the underground music scene of the USSR, and their cultural 
impact so great, the monument — comprised of a wall sculpture and accompanying mural — 
seems right where it should be. If you get the tourist map of Yekaterinburg this will be on the Red 
line of tourist sites. The Beatles monument is at a lower elevation than Gorkogo street so look 
toward the river.

Glavny Prospekt International Arts Center
Glavny Prospekt was constructed around the Renery Plant, an architectural monument 
erected in 1916. The goal of the International Art Centre is to create a dialog between different 
cultural and scholarly realms, in addition to working with and popularizing the city's history. 
Currently the following exhibitions and halls are on permanent display in the art space of the 
Glavny Prospekt International Art Centre: a POP ART exhibit showcasing the works of artists such 
as Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein.

The beatles monument



CONTACTS

         +7 922 100 55 46

        

Ofce of International Education and 
Collaboration  

         +7 343 214 85 89

         Ekaterinburg, Repina street, 3, ofce 424
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